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Conserved denominator (or "Pearce element ration) diagrams have been used to assess mineral control on 
the chemistries of basaltic igneous rocks. These diagrams compare two chemical variables that have each been 
divided by the same third chemical variable. Practical considerations suggest that this approach lacks statistical 
power-it tends to assert the presence of mineral control where none exists. The cause of this lack of power is 
spurious correlations introduced by the common divisor. There is no statistical method currently available to 
remove this spurious correlation or even to quantify it. However, by recasting chemical data into a new form, 
standard regression analysis can be used to evaluate the same geochemical hypotheses evaluated by 
conserved-denominator analysis. This new approach devolves from simple geometric relationships among 
compositional variables confined to a simplex and does not introduce spurious correlations. 

Rather than a general development of the conserved-denominator method, we consider an example. Let 
us consider a suite of chemical analyses on whole-rock specimens from an igneous body that, we postulate, was 
chemically evolving under olivine + plagioclase control. Say we have expressed the chemical analyses in cation 
proportions. To construct a Pearce element-ratio diagram for evaluating the postulate of olivine + plagioclase 
control, we form two new variables. One (to be used on the ordinate of the plot) is [3Na+2Ca+O.S(F&Mg)]K and 
the other (for the abscissa) is SiIK. The numerators of these ratios contain the critical chemical components of 
olivine and plagioclase. The denominator is selected to be a component that does not readily partition into olivine 
or plagioclase. Any chemical element satisfllng that criterion would do; K is just one of several possible choices. 
The denominator variable is called "conserved" because it does not participate in the solid phases that are 
postulated to control the compositional variations. Consideration of the chemical formulae of olivine and 
plagioclase reveals that a plot of these two variables should produce a line with a slope of +1 if the putative model 
is true. 

The principal criticisms of the conserveddenominator approach [l] focus upon the fact that the variables 
on both the abscissa and the ordinate have a common component in their denominator. Any variation in the 
denominator induces a correlation between the two plotted ratios. Arguments have been made that conserved 
components cannot cause spurious correlations [2], but these are based upon Chayes' [3] equations which are 
inappropriate for compositional variables. (There is much misunderstanding about spurious correlation among 
compositional variables. The equations developed in [3] are inappropriate for this problem because they are based 
upon the assumption that all the variables involved are independent and not functionally related-s is clearly 
not the case for compositional variables.) We do not deny the validity of the theoretical basis for 
conserveddenominator analysis. Woronow [4] showed the equivalence of the conserveddenominator analysis to 
linear mixing, but it is precisely this linear relationship among the variables that assures spurious correlations are 
introduced by the common divisor. The presence of spurious correlations is not denied by Pearce [5], although he 
feels that such correlations can be identified and treated. We disagree with this opinion. 

Even practiced advocates of the conserveddenominator analysis can be misled by the spurious 
correlations; witness the data and analysis published by Russell and Nicholls [6]. They contend that their data 
support the model that magmas from Diamond Craters, Oregon, are under the simultaneous control of olivine and 
plagioclase; this finding is based upon the trend shown in Figure 1. However, when only the mean values of the 
numerators, each divided by K, are plotted along with Russell and Nicholls' commondenominator variables, 
virtually identical plots result (Figure 1). Clearly, Figure 1 shows that the straight line with slope +1 is caused by 
the common denominator; namely, it is the result of plotting constantK vs constantK-the straight line does not 
indicate olivine andlor plagioclase control-the numerators contribute almost nothing to the trend. 

The new approach proposed here begins by expressing the whole rock analyses as proportions of olivine, 
plagioclase, Si, and the amalgamation of all other constituents (henceforth "Othern); the simple geometry shown 
in Figure 2 results. If olivine + plagioclase control is present, the data must lie on a plane such as the shaded 
plane. In addition, when both Si and Other are equal to zero, the data must lie on the plagioclase-olivine binary 
join. Therefore, if the data are under olivine + plagioclase control, a regression of Si on Other will indicate that 
the data lie on a plane that passes through the origin. That is, the intercept will not be statistically different from 
zero. Furthermore, because the data will lie on a plane (within analytical and sampling uncertainty), the slope will 
be statistically different from zero. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of a conserved- 

1:: denominator plot for discerning if olivine + pla- 
gioclase is controlling the whole-rock chemis- 

g tries of data from Diamond Craters, Oregon 

0 :" (open squares). The +1 slope of the line seems 
to indicate so, but a plot of the mean values of 
each axes' numerator divided by K (solid 1 '1 circles) yields essentially the same result. 
Therefore, the plot shows little more than that a 
plot of 1/K vs 1/K has a slope of +l.  
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Hence, by regressing Si on Other, the putative geologic hypothesis of olivine + plagioclase can be assessed by the 
statistical consideration: reject the geologic model i f  the regression is not statistically significant (slope not 
digerentfrom zero) or ifthe intercept is not statistically equal to zero. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that this 
approach is far more powerful than the conserveddenominator approach. (An equivalent statistical test for 
chemical control by a single solid phase is easily constructed from considerations of relationships on triangular 
d i a m . 1  

Figure 2: Geometric relationships 
among whole-rock analyses with 
chemistries controlled by both ol- 
ivine and plagioclase. Expressing 
the whole-rock chemistries as 
proportions of Olivine + Plagio- 
clase + Si + Other would require 
that the data lie on a plane such 
as the shaded plane. Therefore, 
when the model is correct, a re- 
gression of Si on Other will indi- 
cate that the data lie on a plane 
that passes through the origin. 
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For the Diamond Craters data, neither olivine nor plagioclase (nor a combination of the two) accounts for 
the observed trends in the data (Figure l), contrary to the conclusions of Russell and Nicholls [6]. For instance, 
for the joint control of olivine and plagioclase, the regression of Si on Other yields an intercept with much less 
than a 0.01 probability of being equal to zero, at odds with the zero intercept required by the model. The 
difference in conclusions reached by [6] and here is a direct result of the relatively low power of Pearce-element 
ratio analysis. 
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